
Focused Instructional Transition Team (FITT)

May 3, 2022

1:00 – 2:00

Zoom

Meeting called by: Enoch Hale

Michael Fisher

Note taker: Taylor Sorrels

Attendees: Breck Robinson
Christina “Cris” Koczera
Izabella “Bella” Gray
Justus Ortega
Sabrina Zink
Dan Barton
Nicole Jean Hill

Elizabeth “Liz” Whitchurch
Carmen Bustos-Works
Jenn Capps
Kassidy Banducci
Sherie Gordon
Xena Pastor

Notes

Agenda item Presenter Notes

Review and approve/adopt: 04/19/22 meeting
notes

Enoch

FITT Transition Planning

Risk Management & Safety Updates Cris & Sabrina

CPS:
CAHSS:
CNRS: Additional Questions & Topics

1. Update and discussion on Humboldt's

current case numbers, covid contact

tracing, testing availability, and website

guidance.

i. There are documented and

mounting concerns across the

1. Cris - we are seeing a spike in cases. Sent a
message last week encouraging N95 mask
wearing for protection. Local public health-
Hum Co is seeing a spike. Not a spike in
hospitalizations. Moved to a stage in
pandemic that until there is a strain on the
medical services not much to do or
reinstating mitigation measures. Unless
more hospitalizations. Any mitigation
strategy takes 2-3 weeks to turn the ship.
Looking at the rest of the semester
realistically without creating barriers as we
round out the last weeks of school. Advance
planning met this morning. For masking at
events to be required, the idea is good but
execution is a problem.  Doing some strong

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TVAh4FiFnP-kJEGcrHTtwuy-tO6_gMQy/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TVAh4FiFnP-kJEGcrHTtwuy-tO6_gMQy/view?usp=sharing


colleges that the classroom does

*not* seem as safe as it did a couple

weeks ago in part due to increasing

cases locally and globally as well as

trouble obtaining correct

information/guidance/updates.

ii. Updates on classroom

transmission in relation to

current data on covid

positivity for students,

staff, and faculty.

messaging. Indoor events should have masks
at the doors. Enforcement is problematic.
Timing is challenging. Faculty can also get
supplies of masks for the classroom.  Dan is
specifically worried about IdeaFest.

20 employees in the last week tested
positive. Out of that 20, unsure how
many faculty. Contact tracing still occurs
for employees. (SHC does students).
Once masking lifted, contact tracing is a
joke. Unable to really assess now.
Sabrina- for the most part people know
where they got it from.

2. Justus- What about commencement and
numbers there? How do we
communicate out?

3. Strongly encourage mask use at events -
Enoch will reach out to Cyril re: IdeaFest

4. EOC is drafting a campus wide message
about the rising cases and N95 masks.

5. What about student accommodation
during finals for Covid? Solely rests with
faculty

6. Enoch will discuss with Provost putting a
communication out.

DB email: I was just grabbing a couple of rapid
tests from Sabrina and I pointed out that IdeaFest
is this Friday - we discussed the issue that this is
going to put hundreds of people talking at max
volume in a confined space for hours (the poster
sessions...) and my colleagues here in wildlife are
seriously concerned about it. So another agenda
item to propose: What about the FITT considering
recommending a temporary mask mandate for this
event? Seems in line with the numbers of cases
we're seeing, and I absolutely do not want our 50+
graduating seniors presenting posters to be part of
a superspreader event. Some of the students in
this session are already asking to back out or go
virtual because they have covid health concerns.
*Next scheduled meeting: Tuesday, May 17, 2022

SPECIAL NOTES:

1) Enoch will talk with Cyril
2) EOC is preparing a campus message and will encourage where to get masks
3) Enoch will talk to the provost about direction for student accommodation
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